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Amended IAESB Terms of Reference 
 
Objectives of Agenda Item 

To note amended IAESB Terms of Reference to ensure consistency with terms of reference 
for other IFAC standard setting Public Interest Activity Committees (PIACs). 

 
Background 

At the Public Interest Oversight Board’s (PIOB) December meeting, it was noted that the 
terms of reference for the IFAC’s standard setting PIACs would be:  
 

(i) reviewed against the agreed due process of the PIACs and, where necessary, 
amended to conform therewith; and  

(ii) compared to those of other standard setters, to ensure they are complete, 
consistent and adequately robust.  

 
It is therefore recommended that current terms of references be amended to: 
 

• Replace the current wording in the section dealing with due process with a 
statement that the PIAC is required to adhere to due process as approved by the 
PIOB. The basis for this recommendation is that the current description in the 
terms of reference highlights only specific elements of the due process to be 
followed by the PIAC. This may imply that those specified elements are more 
important than others. It also facilitates amendment to the due process, if 
necessary, without amendment to the terms of reference. 

• Include both approval and withdrawal of Standards and Practice Statements, in 
order to be consistent with the wording of the approved due process. 

 
Based on a comparison of PIAC interim terms of reference with those of other standard 
setters, conducted by IFAC staff, it is recommended that terms of references be changed to: 
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• Include reference to the oversight of the PIACs by the PIOB. The basis for this 
recommendation is that many of the comparative terms of reference (or 
equivalent) include reference to the body that provides oversight of the standard 
setter. It should be noted that many also contain a description of the rights and 
obligations of the oversight body with respect to the standard setter. These are, 
however, specified in the IFAC Constitution with respect to the PIOB, and it is 
therefore not considered necessary to repeat these in the terms of reference of 
the individual PIACs.  

• Clarify that the appointment of the PIAC membership includes the appointment 
of a chairperson and deputy chairperson, where applicable, which are also 
approved as part of the PIOB’s approval of member appointments. The basis for 
this recommendation is that the appointment process for the chairmanship of the 
PIACs is particularly important given the importance of these roles to the 
leadership and activities of the PIACs. The terms of reference of several of the 
standard setters also make reference to this matter.  

• Specify the chairmanship of PIAC meetings. The basis for this recommendation 
is that the provision for the chairing of the meeting of the PIACs is an important 
matter that should be clarified, particularly where the appointed chairperson or 
deputy chairperson is absent from a meeting. The terms of reference of several 
of the standard setters also make reference to this matter.  

 
The PIOB also requested that the terms of reference of each PIAC be reviewed for 
consistency of presentation. 
 
Material Presented 
 
Agenda Item 10-1  Amended IAESB Terms of Reference (with changes tracked). 
  
 
Action Requested 
 
The IAESB is asked to note amended IAESB Terms of Reference. 
 


